Nonresonant Raman Effects on Femtosecond Pump-Probe with Chirped White Light: Challenges and Opportunities.
Impulsive Raman excitation in neat organic liquids far from resonance is followed using chirped broad-band supercontinuum probe pulses. Spectral modulations due to impulsively induced coherent vibrations vary in intensity 10-fold as a function of the probe's linear chirp. Simulations clarify why the vibrational signature is maximized for a group delay dispersion (GDD) in reduced units of νvib-2 = 0.5 while a probe GDD of twice that quenches the same spectral modulations. Accordingly, recent claims that chirped white-light probe pulses provide equivalent information on material response to their compressed analogues must be taken with caution. In particular, interactions that induce spectral shifts in the probe depend crucially on the arrival chronology of the continuum colors. On one hand, this presents limitations to application of chirped continuum radiation as-is in pump-probe experiments. It also presents the opportunity for using this dependence to control the relative amplitude of nonresonant interactions in pump-probe signals such as that of solvent vibrations.